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Think about 3 examples

• Bury – overspending on players, interesting ways of 

financing the club

• Macclesfield – owner unable or unwilling to sufficiently fund 

the club

• Blackpool – owners interests above all else

• Who are the main losers? 
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The Fans!

• As we all know, fans love their clubs
• Emotional attachment
• Social connection
• Topographical love – love of the ‘place’
• Twelfth Man
• Support – both moral and financial 

• A football club is something special
• “No one has their ashes scattered down the aisles of Tesco” (Kuper & Szymanski, 2014)

• Therefore, I argue that a football clubs should be accountable to its supporters

• But Why and How? 
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Why – A broken social contract

• All organisation have a Social Contract with society

• By viewing football clubs through this lens, we may say:

• A football’s clubs’ society are largely the fans and;

• An implicit contract exists between club and its fans

• What is this contract?
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The social contract of football clubs and fans

“It seems reasonable to suggest that there is an onus on both club 

and community to ensure that a living relationship exists between 

club and community …

Clubs must work to make their business sustainable and to develop 

their community presence. Equally, there is an onus on communities 

and supporters to support their club.” 

(Morrow, 2003, p. 70)
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and community to ensure that a living relationship exists between 

club and community …

Clubs must work to make their business sustainable and to develop 

their community presence. Equally, there is an onus on communities 

and supporters to support their club.” 

(Morrow, 2003, p. 70, emphasis added)
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What are the current resolutions?

• Financial Fair Play / SCMP

• Suggested regulator

• Fan ownership models

• FSA etc promoting change

• Another possible way is to use accountability and accounting
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Accountability and Accounting

• Accountability may be defined as:

“… a duty to provide information to those who have a right to it” (p7) 

based on the execution of responsibility of persons in a position of power (Gray et al 2014)

• Accounting is the execution of accountability 
• Societies primary tool for accountability

• Institutionalised into financial accounting (Morrow 2013, Gray et al 2014)

• Limited stakeholder orientation – especially for football clubs!

• Could be a whole “universe of accountings” (Gray et al 2014)
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Accountability and Accounting

• It has been suggested that we need a new model for football (Morrow, 2013)

• Move from  “Accounting based Accountability”

• To “Accountability based Accounting” Dillard and Vinnari (2019)

• By identifying the right things to be reported, we can thus change 
clubs’ behaviour
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So, very simply, that’s what I’m looking at:

• What do engaged supporters want to see reported and what should that look 
like?
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Methods of Research

• Began with individual interviews with Supporters Trusts
• Idea of what is important

• How supporters feel about the finance of their club – do they look at it?

• What else do they want to know?

• Participants talked more about accountability and engagement

• Knowing the club was stable was a big factor

• Main issues concerned the future of their clubs
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Methods of Research

• Interviewed Ashley Brown (FSA) 
• Idea of focus group panel

• 5 representatives of supporter trusts
• Including CUOSC

• 3 FSA representatives

• 3 stage process
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Methods of Research - Process

• Stage 1 – Gather each participants thoughts on what's important

• Stage 2 – Compare participants thoughts to current reporting practice

• Stage 3 – Suggest improvements

• Currently moving onto Stage 3
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Stage 1 – Gather each participants thoughts on what's important

• 4 key reporting areas have been identified:
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FinancialGovernance

Sporting Social



Governance
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Ownership Organisational / Group structure

Future plans Decision making practices

Staff & HR 
(non-playing)

Risks
A

C D E

B



Financial
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Assets Debt

Equity & Investment Related Party Transactions

Income Audit

Cash Agents

FFP / SCMP



Sporting
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Social

Fan Engagement Supporter Groups

Community Work Inclusion & Diversity

Environmental

Team / Manager Performance Academy



Stage 2 – Compare participants thoughts to current reporting practice

• 10 clubs’ accounts compared against list of concerns

• Some were better than other (such as Carlisle)

• Many did not live up to minimum standards

• All did not live up to ideal standards
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Stage 3 – Suggest improvements

• What should reporting look like?

• Should it be a revamp of the current practice or start afresh?

• Submitted to companies house or a new report for a new purpose?

• What metrics are key?

• What needs to be said?
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